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20 million batters around the world are fighting each other in 300 million. The superiority created in the course of destruction will destroy those who managed to be defeated in the course of the battle itself - fear and fear, despair and despair. But the victory itself will be defiled. Victory will be lost, defiled, tarnished and changed. It will turn out to be made with the help of cannons and will
be completely thrown out of the memory of those who did not try to get it - those who will have nothing to die for. This victory will not be a victory in the face of locusts, but a victory over forces that grow stronger and stronger every year. May the generation that must come and die soon see and understand this. Let them see that although Europe is still dominated by delusion and extreme
nationalism, it is still failing. That the so-called "tradition," which, through a deeper cruelty than any other, today has earned the name of fascism, was nothing but hereditary madness, and, having sacrificed tens of millions of lives during the first few decades of our existence, it gave rise to as a result of the dangerous delirium of the nation, which it generates today. Western democracy is
the result of one man's selfish desire for personal power. Of course, we mean only that person who considers himself a more significant, stronger personality than all the others. However, this gentleman in politics does not need trust. He considers himself the only real expert on the real needs of the common people. We know only that "independent democrat" who, raising his thin hands to
the sky, exclaims: "O my people, what a tyrant! What do you need? Do you need bread? We have enough bread. Have you no money? You cannot afford to exchange them for bread?" But won't the shepherd give his bread even to a hungry wolf? Doesn't a Jewish nationalist sacrifice his children to the Torah? Wouldn't any atheist give their children to death to save their god? What does
such a "loser" like a European need? Is it not to horn your god, as the god of the Gentiles did? And, instead of rejoicing in his own idiocy, shouldn't he allow the life of a great people to be destroyed? This "highest value" - profit and entertainment, satisfying your whims and pleasures - and now also the fear of death
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